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Paul Wester <paul.wester@nara.gov>
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To: Julie Reaves <julie.reaves@nara.gov>, Donald Rosen <donald.rosen@nara.gov>, "Brewer, Laurence"
<laurence.brewer@nara.gov>, Margaret Hawkins <margaret.hawkins@nara.gov>, Gary Rauchfuss
<gary.rauchfuss@nara.gov>, Lisa Haralampus <lisa.haralampus@nara.gov>, Arian Ravanbakhsh
<Arian.Ravanbakhsh@nara.gov>, "Clavelli, Lisa" <lisa.clavelli@nara.gov>
The NYT article is online at this link.
After a short email exchange with Peggy Grafeld yesterday afternoon and late last night, she said she would try
to speak with me today around 10:00am.
We need to accomplish three things today:
(1) Send a letter to State from me on the issues in the NYT article. I will need to share it with Gary Stern and
others before sending it. Since this letter will be released to the press, it needs to be perfect.
Lisa C, can you please take the lead on getting this done with Maggie and Laurence?
(2) Develop an immediate set of talking points and a short statement for our public affairs staff, and then a
communications plan for us for the coming days. The statement should address our process with issues like this
AND put the issue in the context of the governmentwide M1218 work.
Arian, can you please take the lead in putting this together with Lisa H and Don?
(3) Let our staff know that they we are aware of the issue and are addressing it, and that in the meantime, they
should refer any outside questions about the issue, particularly from the press, to their supervisor and me so we
can address them.
I will send a message out to our staff about this when I come in later this morning.
Thanks, Paul
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